
DESIGN OF ROCK RIPRAP

FOR STREAMBANK STABILIZATION

INTRODUCTION

In areas where rock is readily avail
able, riprap can be a very adequate
and economical method of stream-
bank stabilization. The size of rock
required for bank projects has com
monly been based on the experience
of persons involved in erosion control.
Gross overdesign has often been em
ployed to avoid the difficulties as
sociated with estimating stable rock
size. Although success has increased
with experience, it is always subject
to uncertainty under new and varied
conditions. Further, it is desirable to
strive for optimum rather than overly
conservative designs.

In recent years, several criteria
have been developed for direct ap
plication in riprap design. At first
glance, the various methods would
appear to yield widely different de
signs and would seem inapplicable in
many instances. In this paper, a num
ber of the available criteria are re
viewed and compared in tight of their
potential application on streams in
Southern Ontario. Such a comparison
helps to reveal the utility of the var
ious approaches.

THE DESIGN PROBLEM

The designer needs to determine
the effective size of riprap which will
be stable under the action of particu
lar flow conditions. What factors af
fect a stable stone size? In terms of
the riprap itself, the size and weight
of stone, the gradation of stone size
the shape of the larger stones, the
thickness of the riprap cover, the
type of gravel filter placed beneath
the riprap, and the bank slope are
significant. In terms of the flow,
velocity magnitude and direction, its
variability in time and space, the
depth of flow, and the channel slope
are important parameters. Extensive
tests in the lab and in the field would
be required to evaluate all factors,
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and only a relatively few investiga
tions have yet been accomplished.

APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM

Basically, two approaches have
been employed for the estimation of
stable rock sizes:

(1) the method of design velocity,
and

(2) the method of tractive force.

In the first approach, the flow
velocity is assumed to be the major
factor contributing to bank erosion as
well as the most practical parameter
for analysis. There is a real question
with regard to what velocity para
meter is most significant for design
purposes, if in fact any single one is.
Usually the velocity adjacent to the
stone, sometimes referred to as the
stone velocity, is considered. This
term, and its relationship with other
velocity terms, is discussed later in
connection with particular criteria.

The second approach considers the
force which the water exerts on the
periphery of a channel due to the
motion of the water. This force,
known as the tractive force, acts in
the direction of flow and is exerted
over an area of the bed and banks.
Lane (6) has shown that when the
bottom width of an unlined section
exceeds approximately four times the
depth of flow, the maximum unit
tractive force or shear stress develop
ed on the streambed may be ex
pressed as:

t0 = yDS0 1
where t0 = the unit tractive force,

y = the specific weight of
water,

D = the depth of flow,
So = the channel slope.

DESIGN VELOCITY CRITERIA

Airy (1) appears to have been the
first individual to publish an hypoth
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esis with regard to the size of stone
which a current could move. He con
sidered a cube on the streambed to
be at incipient motion when the drag
force exhibited by the flow on the
cube was equivalent to the frictional
resistance of the bed. The weight of
the largest cube that a current could
move was determined to be,

ma3 = q3 V6 2

P 'm2

where a = the length of one edge
of the cube,

V = the velocity of the cur
rent,

m,p,q, = t h e appropriate con
stants, (ie. the drag
force was represented
by qa2V2 and the fric
tion force by pma3)

This relationship, often referred to
as Airy's Law, suggests that the
weight of stable rock is proportional
to the sixth power of velocity. A cor
ollary which follows is that the equiv
alent stone diameter or the length of
a cube of stable rock is proportional
to the square of the velocity adjacent
to the stone. Criteria estabhshed for
the design of rock riprap using a de
sign velocity have been based on
Airy's Law. That is, the proportion
ality of stone weight to the sixth
power of velocity has been assumed
to be valid, and only the second
parameter of the relationship, the
intercept, has been in question.

In a thesis by Berry (2), Univer
sity of Colorado, one of the first
velocity:stone diameter relationships
was determined. This equation,
shown in Figure 1, has the form,

V = 2.57 V~d 3
where V = the velocity at the bot

tom of the channel, fps
d = the equivalent dia

meter of the stone,
inches (specific grav
ity of 2.65).
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Relationships for stone diameter vs. mean velocity at the stone.Figure 1.

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
Peterka (8), conducted an investiga
tion to determine the individual stone
size necessary to resist a range of
velocities which would exist in open
channels downstream from stilling
structures. The curve prepared, in
cluded in Figure 1, was tentative and
was used with caution to predict the
size of the large stones required. The
gradation of the smaller stones was
based on judgment and. experience.
On the basis of field tests, it was
established that a well-graded riprap
layer containing forty percent of the
rock sizes smaller than the required
size was stable. Use was made of the

bottom velocity, or the average veloc
ity based on the discharge divided by
the area at the end of the stilling
basin.

The State of California (10) de
veloped a riprap design nomograph
which was derived from the follow
ing formula,

0.00002 V6 sgr esc3 (p—a) .A
W =

where W =

V =

(Sgr"I)3
the minimum weight of
stone for no damage,
lbs

the stream velocity to
which the bank was ex
posed, fps

sgr = the specific gravity of
stones,

p «= 70° for randomly
placed rubble,

a = the riprap slope, de
grees.

If this family of curves is inter
preted as applying to impinging ve
locities, it would appear applicable
only for conditions of extremely high
velocity eg. 10 to 20 fps. Rather, it
would seem that the family should be
considered to apply to average stream
velocities. Then, if the velocity at the
stone is assumed to be approximately
Vt. of the average velocity, the above
relationship can be compared on the
same graphical plot with the previous
criteria. Such a family of curves is
shown in Figure 1, for a specific
gravity of rock of 2.65 and a values
corresponding to various side slopes.

Campbell (4) with the U.S. Corps
of Engineers, has suggested use of an
impinging velocity vs stone diameter
relationship in conjunction with
Rouse's logarithmic velocity profile
for estimating a stable stone size for
the channel bed. The velocity:stone
size relationships for cobbles and
quarry rock are given in Figure 1.
The general equation for the dimen-
sionless velocity profile, developed
from a field data study, was found to
be,

V = 0.95 log/y\ + 1.0 5
Vk M'

where V = the velocity at a dis
tance y from the boun
dary,

Vj< = the velocity acting on
an isolated piece of
rock,

d = the equivalent stone di
ameter.

O.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

STABILITY COEFFICIENT, Cs

Figure 2. Factor M as a function of the
stability coefficient. After Campbell (1966).
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Departures of this relationship from
that of Rouse (9) are thought to be
due to mixed roughness size as con
trasted to a uniform grain size. It is
apparent that for the range of
(d/yv ) values observed in streams
in Southern Ontario (where y v is the
depth at which the average velocity,
V, occurs) the corresponding (V^. /V)
values are in the order of 0.50.

For estimating the weight of rock
necessary for stability on the bank,
Campbell (4) made a stability anal
ysis. This study indicated that the
stability of a cube on a slope was a
function of the Froude number of the
particle size and the slope. A stabil
ity coefficient was determined as,

C I 6
Fp 2 (n2+l)0.5

where Cs = the stability coefficient,
Fp = the Froude number of

the particle size,
n — the tangent of the side

slope.
Further,

W = M/n*+

Wo" \ n-1
n2+1x3/2

where W = the weight of a cube
resting on the bank,

W0 = the weight of a cube
resting on the bed,

M = a nonlinear function of
Cs. (See Figure 2)

The stability criterion has been ap
plied to the quarry rock curve for
various side slopes. The results are
included in Figure 1.

In an unpublished document, the
Bureau of Public Roads (3) has pre
sented similar relationships to those
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AVERAGE VELOCITY AGAINST STONE/AVERAGE STREAM VELOCITY

Figure 3. Dimensionless streamflow velocity
profile. After U.S. Bureau of

Public Roads (1967).

of Campbell (4). Their family of
curves for estimating d50 from the
velocity at the stone is given also in
Figure 1. In conjunction with the
family, they suggest use of a dimen
sionless velocity profile, Figure 3,
which is very similar to that sug
gested by Campbell (4).

A graphical comparison of the de
sign velocity approaches is afforded
by Figure 1. It is apparent that the
criteria reviewed yield remarkably
similar results. The constant slope of
all relationships is merely a reflection
of the basic assumption of the valid
ity of Airy's Law. However, the range
of stone diameter for any selected
stone velocity is within a factor of
two. In light of the various concepts
of stone velocity used and the some
what different definitions of stone
diameter, such close agreement of
empirical studies is most encourag
ing. The close proximity of design
curves for d40, d50, and larger riprap
sizes also tends to verify that a nearly
uniform rock size, or narrow size
span, is preferable.

TRACTIVE FORCE CRITERIA

In conjunction with the concept of
tractive force introduced by Lane
(6), several other relationships are
useful for rendering this approach
applicable to the design of rock rip
rap. Using a membrane analogy,
Olsen and Florey (7) observed that
the maximum tractive force on the
sides of a trapezoidal channel were
approximately 0.77 times the maxi
mum tractive force on the bed, for
width to depth ratios of greater than
four. Core (5) noted that when the
streambanks were protected with rock
riprap, the bank roughness became
much greater than the stream bottom
roughness, with a similar increase in
shear stress. Efforts to evaluate this
relation of bank shear to bed shear
under conditions of contrasting
roughness have been only indicative
of the trend. Core (5) has suggested
that the maximum bank shear, ts,
might be conservatively assumed to
be 1.4 times the maximum bed shear,

Lane (6) also studied the relation
ships between side slope, angle of re
pose of non-cohesive material, and K,
the ratio of critical shear stress on the
sloping side which would just move
a rock on the bank to the shear stress
which would move the same material
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on the bed. An angle of repose of ap
proximately 40° was found to be ex
hibited by angular and crushed rock
of mean diameter in the range of one
to ten inches. For such an angle,
Lane's K values are given in Table
1 for various side slopes.

TABLE I. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

SIDE SLOPE AND K FOR AN ANGLE

OF REPOSE OF 40°

Side Slope K

1.5-1 0.50
1.75-1 0.63

2-1 0.72

2.5-1 0.80

3-1 0.87

A further relationship developed
by Lane (6) was between the trac
tive force which would just move
material on the bed of the channel
and the rock size for which seventy-
five percent by weight was less. The
derived equation was,

Tcb - 0.4 d

where Tcb =

d —

.8

the critical tractive
force, lbs/ft2

the stone diameter,
inches.

A final relationship has been sug
gested by Core (5) to account for the
effects of bends. The criterion con
sidered the sinuous nature of a chan
nel in terms of r/w, the ratio of
radius of curvation to water surface
width, and C, the relative limiting
tractive force. A few sample values
are presented in Table 2.

TABLE II. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

r/w AND C

r/w C

(straight channel) 1.00

9-12 0.90

6-9 0.75
4-6 0.60

Combining the various relationships
available, and using Core's assump
tion for the ratio of maximum bank
shear to maximum bed shear, one can
develop the expression,

d = 3.5 y DS0 9
CK

The above tractive force criterion
has been applied to a number of
stream sites in the Grand and Hum-
ber Watersheds in Southern Ontario.
Existing stream-gauging station loca
tions were selected in order to utilize
available flow records. A list of the
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stations and pertinent data, is present
ed in Table 3. The results of this in
vestigation are plotted in Figure 4.
This particular graphical representa
tion has been used in order that the
tractive force and design velocity ap
proaches might be compared.

COMPARISON OF APPROACHES

Figure 4 reveals that the tractive
force criterion as applied to selected
stream sections in Southern Ontario
does not yield a unique relationship
between stone size and mean velocity.

However, a meaningful order can be
given to the plotted points with the
aid of Manning's relationship for uni
form flow,
V = 1.49 R2/3 Si/2 io

n

where V

R —

S =

n =

the mean flow velocity,
fps,
the hydraulic radius of
the channel, ft.
the energy gradient,
Manning's roughness co
efficient.
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For purposes of design on channels
where the ratio of bottom width to
depth is greater than four, it is con
venient to consider the equation as,

V = 1.49 D2/3 Sn1/2 11

Solving Manning's relationship and
the tractive force design equation
simultaneously, the stone size can be
determined from,

d = 146/ nV .12
(

ckVd 167'
For flood depths encountered at most
stream sections in Southern Ontario,
D-' °7 can be approximated by a con
stant of 1.35. For further simplifica
tion, a straight channel (i.e.: C =
1.00) with side slopes of 1.5 to 1 (i.e.
K = 0.50) is considered. Then,

d = 108 (nV)2 13

This family of curves is presented
in Figure 5. Also included in this
figure are the original data points
with the effective roughness coeffici
ents determined for each stream sec
tion. Two facts are revealed in the
graphical representation. The scatter
of points are ordered according to
stream roughness, and the simplified
equation for stone diameter in terms
of roughness and mean velocity ade
quately describes the data.

How do the tractive force results
compare with the design velocity re
lationships given previously? Once
again, if the stone velocity is assumed
to be approximately one half of the
mean velocity, Figures 1 and 5 can
be used as a basis for comparison. It
appears evident that for straight
channels exhibiting a Manning's n
value of 0.03 to 0.05, the design ve
locity and tractive force approaches
yield similar results. However, for an
effectively smooth channel the de
sign velocity criteria yield more con
servative designs; for effectively
rough stream channels, these criteria
suggest stone sizes which are consid
erably smaller than those given by
the tractive force approach. The in
creased tractive force in the rough
channels tends to verify the assump
tion made by Core (5) regarding re
lative bank and bed shear stresses
under rough conditions.

DISCUSSION

Figure 4. Stone diameter vs. mean velocity for tractive force criteria applied to selected How appropriate are the above
streams. (Channels assumed to be straight with side slopes of 1.5 to 1). approaches and results to rock riprap
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TABLE III. F
Station Name

Grand Watershed

1. Kenny Creek near Burford
2. Horner Creek near Princetori

3. Horner Creek near Mt. Vernon

4. Canagagigue Creek near Elmira
5. Conestogo River at Drayton
6. Conestogo River at Glen Allan
7. Speed River below Guelph
8. Grand River near Marsville

9. Grand River below Shand Dam

10. Grand River at Gait

11. Grand River at Brantford

Humber Watershed

12. Cold Creek near Bolton

13. East Humber River near Pinegrove
14. West Humber River near Thistletown

15. Humber River near Cedar Mills

16. Humber River at Elder Mills

17. Humber River at Weston
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Figure 5. Stone diameter vs. a function of mean stream velocity and channel roughness
for a straight reach with side slopes of 1.5 to 1.
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SELECTED STRE AM-GAUGING SECTIONS
Maximum Mean Mean Channel Manning* s

Measured Velocity Depth Slope Roughness
Flow, Q V D S0 Coefficient

(cfs) (fps) (ft) (ft/ft) n

648 1.61 4.7 0.0013 0.094

1,280 2.47 5.3 .0039 .115

2,140 6.69 5.1 .0052 .048

5 76 2.28 2.9 .0026 .068

3,991 5.40 6.3 .0015 .036

9,808 6.00 10.3 .0009 .035

4,830 7.65 5.7 .0011 .020

9,874 9.11 9.0 .0014 .026

5,299 3.11 10.9 .0026 .120

13,330 6.16 10.4 .0014 .043

50,388 4.69 20.6 .0002 .034

403 2.96 5.0 .0059 .113

592 4.80 2.8 .0052 .045

n 721 4.31 1.3 .0059 .032

627 3.89 3.8 .0023 .045

626 2.78 2.6 .0021 .046

6,872 8.20 6.8 .0023 .031

design in Ontario? Insufficient field
data have been assembled to yet con
firm the above results. However, a
few observations should be noted.

Much of the rock used for bank
stabilization projects in Ontario is of
a one cubic foot size. Some 8 to 12
inch material, referred to as gabion
size stone, is also used. It is appar
ent from Figures 1 and 5 that such
rock should be quite stable for the
average conditions considered, if the
design approaches are reasonable. In
fact, several streambank projects
undertaken in the Grand and Humber
Watersheds with such material are
quite stable and show, little signs of
deterioration.

It is particularly interesting to study
the stream sections exhibiting rela
tively high roughness coefficients.
Examples of such channels are evi
dent on Kenny and Horner Creeks.
Observation of sections of those
creeks reveals that bed load consist
ing of rock up to 5 or 6 inch diameter
is moving at flood stage. It is evident,
therefore, that the design velocity ap
proach would underestimate stable
stone size for such streams, whereas
the tractive force approach would
seem at least adequate.

The relative tractive force term, C,
used by Core (5) to take account of
the effect of bends, appears reason
able. However, this aspect warrants
considerably more investigation. The
thickness of riprap and the gravel
filter often used beneath riprap are
other topics which require further
consideration. The general guidelines
suggesting a thickness of riprap — 1.5
times the maximum stone size and
the use of a well-graded gravel
blanket under riprap of mean size
greater than 8 to 10 inches appear to
be satisfactory.

CONCLUSIONS

Certainly much more laboratory
work and field observations are need
ed before firm criteria for rock riprap
design can be established. However,
it is felt that sufficient information is
now available for design criteria to
be utilized rather than a single
specification for all riprap. Judicious
use of current knowledge should of
fer the possibility of lower construc
tion and maintenance costs, and
should lead to optimum riprap de
sign.
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A PHILOSOPHY OF . . .

continued from page 50

fessors involved. Each of these pro
fessors is a scholar with proved
creative and teaching capacity and
each has usually earned the Doctor
of Philosophy degree, or its equiv
alent in scholarly experience. Each
keeps himself informed on current
scholarly activities in his field and
is personally engaged in creative
research which is published in pro
fessional journals, so that his con
tributions may be appraised by his
peers, and each teaches and assists
students in the doctoral program."
There are some comments in the

booklet, also, on "The Number of
Professors Needed to Offer a Pro
gram."

"An appropriate array of special
ist professors is highly desirable in
order to give the doctoral student
the stimulation of several points of
view and in order to staff the con
ventional committees which super
vise and examine the student. Four
or five graduate faculty professors
in the subject field at least should
be participants in the doctoral pro
gram, and a minimum of ten may
be necessary for the larger and
more subdivided fields."
When the Association of Graduate

Schools prepared these statements on
doctoral programs, it considered that
the prescribed number of professors
was necessary to give breadth to the
student. There is, however, another
reason for having several people in
one area before you give a Ph.D. pro
gram, and that is the mobility of pro
fessors today. I think it is wrong for
a department to bring a student in
for a doctoral program if there is only
one person in the department with
whom the student can work. If that
professor leaves the student is left up
in the air; the university has an obli
gation to protect students from the
kind of mobility that we professors
insist upon having.

THE IDEAL DEPARTMENT
Moving away from the more or less

formal statements of what is neces
sary for good graduate programs, let
us talk about what should happen
in the department itself. How should
graduate education and graduate
groups be organized? Each of us is
an expert in this field, and we all
have our own way of doing things.
Let me give you mine. I think the

ideal grouping for research and grad
uate education in the department
should be as follows: one senior
faculty member, one junior faculty
member, a postdoctoral fellow plus
three or four graduate students all
working in a field that is not too re
mote from subjects being studied by
graduate students working with other
faculty members in the same depart
ment. The department, then, should
consist of several groups and in each
group I would like to see graduate
students working on different but re
lated problems so there can be con
stant discussion throughout the day.
Each graduate student should have a
different program because each in
dividuals needs are different.

We should ask our graduate stu
dents to give seminars at least once a
year during their whole graduate
program, whether it is a Master's or
doctoral program. Group meetings
should take place once a week; the
day-to-day problems that cause re
search to be held up can often be
solved easily by putting several heads
together. The professor should be in
contact with his graduate students
every day, even if it is only for
listening purposes.

All graduate groups should have
seminars by distinguished visitors at
least once a month. We engineers in
the academic world tend to isolate
ourselves from industry, even from
our associates in other universities at
times. This is unfortunate, because
industry could help us in many ways.
We could have an industrial person
give a series of lectures (he is often
more qualified than anybody in the
department) and we could have "in
dustrial fellows" associated with de
partments for periods ranging from
one month to one year. This kind of
co - operation with industry would
help to overcome the problem of pro
ducing carbon copies of individual
professors, and would broaden the
experience of our students.

If we were to do all of the things
that I have been talking about, we
would ensure that graduate educa
tion and research in engineering
would remain an education in Ap
plied Science. It would not drift into
an area that is too pure, or basic, thus
leaving vacant one of the most im
portant disciplines of our time,
namely, the application of science for
the social and economic good of man
kind.
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